


HBG’s Spanish Civil War (SCW) 
expansion provides a new set of rules 
and pieces to play out this epic conflict 
inside a game of Global War!   Here 
you will find new rules for expanded 
intervention from foreign powers, new 
consequences players face for victory 
(or defeat!), a random events table and 
many units with which to prosecute 
your ambitions.  We also introduce new 
arms supply markers and armored cars! 
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A Global War Expansion 
Designed by: Will Henson       Playtesting by: Seth Homa  

Overview 
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· Republican Infantry (Plum Infantry) x8 

· Republican Motorized Infantry (Plum Infantry) x2 

· Republican 122mm Artillery (Plum) x2 

· Republican T-26 Light Armor (Plum) x2 

· Republican T-34 Medium Armor (Plum) x2 

· Republican BA-6 Armored Car x2 

· Republican I-16 Early Ear Fighter (Plum I-16) x2 

· Republican Su-2 Tactical Bomber (Plum) x2 

· Republican IL-4 Medium Bomber x2  

· Nationalist Infantry (Yellow) x8 

· Nationalist Motorized Opel (Yellow) x2 

· Nationalist Artillery 75-7 Veld (Yellow) x2 

· Nationalist 38t Light Armor (Yellow) x1 

· Nationalist Medium Armor Pz III (Yellow) x2 

·  Nationalist FW-190 Fighter (Yellow) x2 

· Nationalist Fokker TV Medium Bomber x1 

· Nationalist De Ruyter Class CA (Yellow) x1 

· Nationalist Transport (Yellow) x1 

· Nationalist Admiralin Class DD x1 

· Nationalist 232 Armored Car (yellow) x1 

· Nationalist Wz34 Armored Car (yellow) x1 

· Espana-Class BB (Yellow) x1 (3D Printed) 

· Nationalist Roundels (Paper) – 1 Set 

· Republican Roundels (Paper) – 1 Set 

· Spanish Blue Legion Marker x1 

· German Condor Legion Marker x1  

· Communist International Brigade Marker x4 

· Supply Marker x4 

Spanish Civil War Set Contents  
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The Popular Front came to power in the general 

election of 1936. This coalition of left-wing parties 

was challenged by a right wing coalition lead by 

Francisco Franco.  Between 1936 and 1939 right 

wing Nationalists fought the Republican 

government with the help of their fascist allies in 

a bloody civil war that claimed 500,000 lives. 

The Republican side consisted of not only 

government forces but included many disparate 

factions such as anarchists and socialist trade 

unions.  Many militias were not under direct 

Government control, belonging to whatever labor union or local forces raised them. Many militias 

lacked discipline as well as artillery and support weapons. The Republicans were aided by the 

international communist movement, which took great interest in the Spanish Civil War.   Over 30,000 

foreign fighters travelled to Spain to fight for the their cause.   The fighters and their motivations were 

varied and included communists, anarchists, unemployed workers, and adventurers.  Though France 

remained neutral, the French communist party supported recruitment and provided limited aid to the 

Republicans.  

Stalin saw the war as an opportunity, not only to advance communism but to let the European 

powers exhaust themselves.  Stalin provided some advisors and weapons but also exacted a high 

payment in gold from the Republicans for his help.  Spain built a number of I-16 fighter aircraft under 

license from the Soviet Union.  Other aircraft were purchased abroad some transferred to the 

Republican side through arms merchants in Belgium and communist supporters in Mexico. 

The Nationalist side consisted of a number of Spanish factions, united by their hatred of 

communism.  Monarchists, Nationalists, Clergy and Fascists joined ranks to create an opposition 

army.  The fascist Governments in Germany and Italy 

were quick to support the Nationalists, lending weapons 

and money to sway the outcome of the war.  Britain 

opted for neutrality.  While many nations signed the 

Non-Intervention Agreement in 1936 – including the 

Soviets, Germans and Italians – most chose to violate it 

whenever it suited them.  Britain was the only nation 

that more or less honored it. European leaders from 

Churchill to Hitler feared the conflict would spill into the 

rest of Europe igniting a war before anyone was ready! 

Introduction  
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1.0 Overview:  This section is designed to clarify the parameters of the Spanish Civil War which, 

frankly, can get a little bit messy with all the nations involved and the expanded intervention options 

presented here. What we are simulating here is war inside of a neutral country. The following rules 

should help clarify what this means: 

 

1.1 Self-Contained Battleground:  All foreign units that 

enter Spain are considered Spanish units (Nationalist or 

Republican) for purposes of their nationality.   They remain such 

until they (a) leave Spain or (b) the Spanish Civil War ends.  

Units still act on the turn of their Major Power (i.e. Italian units 

would act on the Italian turn, not the Spanish Nationalist turn 

etc…) Thus; 

(a)  German, Soviet and British Units could fight each other 

inside of Spain without being at war or being able to 

attack each other outside of Spain (including at sea). 

(b) No unit can leave Spanish land zones to attack units 

outside of Spain.  For example, even if Britain and 

Germany are at war, Germany could not invade Gibraltar 

from Spain or amphibiously invade Morocco using a unit 

that came from Spain. 

 

1.2 Attacking Spain: No nation may declare war on 

Spain until the Spanish Civil War is over.   

 

1.3 End of the War: The Spanish Civil War is over 

when (a) one side achieves victory per GW13.2 or (b) the 

USSR and Germany are at war and Align their respective 

sides.  Pay attention in the rules to where it references 

the “end” of the Spanish Civil War or “Victory” as these 

may mean different things.  

1.0 War in a Neutral Spain  

GW 13.2: One side may claim victory when all opposing forces have been eliminated from the six Spanish 

peninsula land zones (not including overseas islands and colonies).    
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The following options are not covered in the Global War base rules and represent expanded options 

for both sides: 

2.1. Facilities: A nation may “lend-lease” facilities as its only lend-lease of the turn by paying their 

building costs.   (Thus a 4/3/3 naval base would take three turns and use up that player’s lend lease 

limit for each of those turns).  Only one nation per calendar turn may pay the cost to place or 

advance the facility on the production chart. 

2.2 Supply Markers: A supply marker represents 

military supplies (aka materiel) such as small arms, heavy 

weapons, ammunition, food, medicine and other items 

necessary for warfare. A nation may purchase a Supply 

Marker for 1 IPP.  The marker does not count against 

factory production or lend lease limits.  Once the marker 

arrives during place units phase it is lend-leased through 

the normal process to the Nationalist or Republican 

Spanish side.  If there is no lend-lease path it remains in the 

place unit box.  Once it arrives the receiving player may use 

it in any of the following ways: 

(a) Recruitment: The player may expend this marker to make an an additional, recruitment 

die roll. 

(b)  Conversion: The player may expend this marker during the Place Units & Collect 

Income Phase in order to convert a Militia to a regular infantry.  

2.0 Expanded Options 
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3.1 German Expanded Intervention Options:   

 

(a) Condor Legion: Germany may send one of its own regular infantry-

class units to support the Spanish Nationalists. It may move to Spain in 

non-combat movement via any available method (naval transport, air 

transport etc..) This is in addition to any lend-lease Germany provides. 

Mark this unit with the Condor Legion marker.  The unit is removed from 

the game at the end of the Spanish Civil War.  If destroyed it may not 

be replaced. 

(b) German Aircraft: Germany may send one of its own aircraft to 

support the Spanish Nationalists.  This is in addition to any lend-

lease Germany provides. At the end of the Spanish Civil War it must 

fly to friendly territory in its first available non-combat movement.  

Germany may change which aircraft is used but only one may be in 

Spanish territory at any given time. 

 

3.2 German Full Intervention Option 

 

(a) Full Intervention:  Germany may declare full 

intervention in the Spanish Civil War on the side of 

the Nationalists at the start of its turn.  If Germany 

does this it may use all its military forces in the 

Spanish Civil War including using its transports to 

move Nationalist forces, and using its ships to attack 

Republican ships and blockade Republican ports. 

Upon a Nationalist victory German units are 

immediately repatriated to the nearest German-

owned land zone in a supply path.  

(b) Consequences: Once Germany declares full 

involvement Soviet peacetime income increases by 

+2 IPP.  Increase British Income by +2 IPP.   

3.0 Axis Intervention Options 
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3.3 Expanded Italian Intervention 

 

(a) Italy may send up to one of its own infantry (in addition to any lend-lease) to fight in the 

Spanish Civil War.  If destroyed, more units cannot be sent.  After a nationalist victory 

these units are immediately repatriated to the nearest Italian-owned land zone in a supply 

path. 

 

3.4 Full Italian Intervention 

 

(a)  Full Intervention:  Italy may declare full intervention in 

the Spanish Civil War on the side of the Nationalists at 

the start of its turn.  If Italy does this it may use all its 

military forces in the Spanish Civil War including using 

its transports to move Nationalist forces, and using its 

ships to attack Republican ships and blockade 

Republican ports. 

(b)  Consequences: Once Italy declares full involvement 

Soviet peacetime income increases by +2 IPP.  

Increase British peacetime Income by +2 IPP.   

 

4.1 British Full Intervention:  Great Britain may declare full 

intervention in the Spanish Civil War on the side of the Nationalists 

at the start of the British turn.  If Britain does this it may use all its 

military forces in the Spanish Civil War including using its 

transports to move Nationalist forces, and using its ships to attack 

Republican ships and blockade Republican ports. Once British 

declare full intervention they can no longer claim the IPP bonus 

from German or Italian full intervention.  Britain and France no 

longer claim any income bonus from an Axis declaration of war on 

the USSR. After a Nationalist Victory repatriate all British units to 

the nearest British-owned land zone in a supply path.  

SCW 4.0 Allied Intervention Options 
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4.2 French Sympathy: The French player 

(representing the left learning elements in France) May 

attempt to provide lend-lease equipment that turn to the 

Republican cause if he beats the German player in a 

dice roll (D12).  Note that France will often be able to 

lend-lease across its border and can avoid blockades. 

 

4.3 United States: The U.S player may choose to intervene on behalf 

of either side. If the player decides to support the Nationalists, add -1 to 

all Nationalist recruitment rolls.  If they support the Republicans add -1 to 

all republican recruitment rolls.  The U.S. player may end and resume this 

support at any time.  (Note: This does not represent actual U.S. political 

support but a policy of turning a blind eye to special interests inside the 

U.S. that would send assistance to one belligerent or the other). 

 

 

5.1 Communist International Brigades:  If the Commintern player makes 

a recruitment roll of “1” place a Communist International Brigade marker in addition 

to the infantry.  These are a 2/2 Militia.  These units immediately disappear at the 

end of the Civil War.  International Brigades can be upgraded by a supplies 

marker.  

 

5.2 Aircraft License: The USSR may build fighter aircraft directly in the 

Madrid factory without needing to go through the lend-lease process. 

 

5.3 Popular Support: The Republicans get one additional recruitment die roll for each Alliance 

where at least one member has chosen the full intervention option against them. For example, if 

Britain and Germany chose the full intervention option against the Republicans they would receive 2 

additional recruitment dice rolls each turn. 

 

SCW 5.0 Comintern Intervention Options 
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 5.4 Soviet Full Intervention:  The Soviet Union may declare full intervention in the Spanish 

Civil War on the side of the Nationalists at the start of its turn (even prior to January 1939).  If the 

Soviet Union does this it may use all its military forces in the Spanish Civil War including using its 

transports to move Republican forces, and using its ships to attack Nationalist ships and blockade 

Nationalist ports. Decrease the Peacetime income increase any Allied power receives from an Axis 

attack on the USSR to 0.  

6.1 Spanish Blue Legion: If the Nationalists win the civil war Spain will assist 

Germany (while neutral) if Germany and the USSR are at war.  Once these 

conditions are met place an infantry in Madrid with the Blue Legion marker 

underneath it. This unit must rail in the next German non-combat movement phase 

to a German-owned land zone. 

 

6.2 Submarine Base: If the Nationalists win the civil war, German submarines may attempt to 

use Spanish naval bases.  To do this the German player must beat the British player in a dice roll 

(D12) each time he wishes to do it.  Each time Britain wins they add +1 to the next British dice roll. 

 

6.3 Comintern Victory: If the Republicans win in Spain it spurs 

communist movements in other nations as well.  The USSR can immediately 

make a dice roll for each of the following nations.  If it gets a “12” that country 

becomes Aligned to the USSR. 

  (a) Mexico 

  (b) Central America* 

  (c) Yugoslavia 

*This is the country labeled Latin America on the map. This is a misprint. 

 

7.1 Random Events: The German player, on his turn will make a dice roll on the Spanish Civil 

War random events table at the start of each turn prior to making his purchases. Each event can 

only be rolled once (Except for  8 and 11-12 which can be rolled multiple times).  Treat repeated rolls 

as non-events. 

SCW 6.0 Outcomes of the War 

SCW 7.0 Random Events Table 
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Dice Roll Event 

1 

Morocco for Help: The Spanish Republican Government’s controlling Major Power (USSR) may 

request aid from the British.  If the British accept, they agree to lend-lease 1 military unit per turn to the 

Republicans until the war ends.  If they do and the Republicans win the Spanish Civil War place a British 

roundel marker in Spanish Morocco and the Canary Islands. 

2 

Portugal Joins: Nationalist interests take up the cause in Portugal.  Until the end of the Spanish 

Civil War treat Portugal as if it were another Spanish land zone for all purposes* including for recruitment 

dice rolls. Portugal’s armed forces can be used by the Nationalists. At end of war restore Portugal’s armed 

forces to their original strength and repatriate any foreign units there to the nearest friendly zone they could 

legally move into. 

3 
Failed Embargo: U.S. indecision allows American interests to finance the Republicans.  Add +1 to 

the Republican recruitment die roll this turn.  American automakers provide trucks, converting 1 Republican 

infantry unit to a motorized infantry unit. 

4 
Franco Supports the Axis: If Germany is at war with Britain when this is rolled, Spanish Nationalist 

forces may Attack Gibraltar.   Britain may select the Full Intervention Option for the Republican side.   

5 

War Spreads to Portugal: Communist sympathizers in Portugal take up the cause.  Place a (new) 

Republican infantry in Portugal.  Treat it as if it were Attacking and resolve any combat immediately.  Place 

a Republican roundel in Portugal if it wins.  Henceforth treat Portugal as if it were a mainland Spanish 

province*.  Add +1 to Republican Recruitment die roll.  Place a Republican roundel in all Portuguese 

colonies.  At end of war restore Portugal’s armed forces to their original strength and repatriate any foreign 

units there to the nearest friendly zone they could legally move into. Portugal is again neutral but is 

considered a Comintern country and will Align with the USSR if attacked.   

6 
Pacifism: The horrors of the Spanish Civil war decrease democracies’ appetite for war.  Reduce 

Britain’s income by 3 and the US and France’s income by 1. 

7 

War Spreads to France: Communists sympathizers in Bordeaux take up the Republican cause.  

Bordeaux is now part of the Spanish Civil War (per SCW 1.0)*. Republican units may move in and out of 

this area as if it were Spain. Nationalists may not move into this area. Place one Communist International 

Brigade here.  French units in Bordeaux remain but ignore Republican units.  The French player has 

several options at this point: (a) He may elect the full intervention option in the Spanish Civil War on the 

Republican side so long as he is not at war with a Major Power (b) So long has he has not chosen full 

intervention he is always free to use French forces to Attack Republican units in Bordeaux (c) The French 

player can also choose to do nothing. 

8 
Right Shift: French fascist elements gain increased power.  France may no longer attempt a lend -

lease roll to the Republicans.  If you roll this a second time France may lend-lease to the Nationalists. 

9 

Leftist Shift: France no longer needs to beat Germany on a D12 to provide lend -lease to the 

Republicans.  If #9 rolled a second time It may also select the interventionist stance like Britain but for the 

Republican side. Any Comintern unit in Spain no longer counts against their victory condition as not having 

a Comintern neighbor.. 

10 
Proving Ground: German units gain experience in warfare the will prove valuable later.  Promote 1 

German land or air unit of any type that is in Spain to an elite unit with +1 Attack and +1 Defense. 

11-12  

Escalate: During this entire calendar turn any nation that has selected the full intervention option 

may (a) attack any other nation’s ships in any ONE sea zone. That nation must have also selected the 

opposing full intervention option and or (b) engage in lend-lease interdiction as per GW7.8.   If either of 

these happens increase each nations peacetime income by 3.  The Nations do not have to declare war on 

each other. 
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* Portugal and Bordeaux are not counted towards victory conditions (13.2).  They do not increase the 

number of land zones required for victory. Players still need only to conquer the 6 mainland Spanish 

zones to win the civil war. 

 

Armored Car 

The Armored Car is an armor-class unit.  It may not blitz. The Armored car has 

the following statistics: 

Availability: July 1917 

 

Espana-Class battleship 

The Espana-Class battleship was one of three ships completed by British 

yards for the Spanish between 1909 and 1921.  These 15,700 ton vessels 

carried eight 305mm (12in) main guns and 20 102mm (4in) guns along with 

four 3-pounders and two machine guns.  The ship also had two landing guns 

that could be taken ashore. The two Espana-class ships remaining at the start 

of the war fought on opposing sides.   The small number of these ships 

available, along with their size and design flaws makes them much less effective than a regular 

battleship.  The Espana is a cruiser for game purposes. 

 

 

Availability: July 1921 

Shore Bombardment: The Espana has a shore-bombardment of “2”. 

SCW 8.0 New Units 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Armored Car 3 2 2 3 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Espana-Class 

Battleship 

6 

SB 3* 
6 2 NA 
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The modified 1936 set up is designed to “make things interesting”. 

Nationalist         

Replace the Republican Cruiser with the Espana-Class Battleship 

Republican        

Add 1 Republican Armored Car in Madrid 

Soviet Union        

Add 1 Transport in the Baltic Sea (SZ16) or Crimea (SZ36) 

Move 2 Iand units from any locations to Leningrad or Crimea 

Germany         

Add 1 German Armored Car in Berlin 

 

1. Can I use the Madrid Factory? Neither side can use the factory to produce anything 

except as per SCW 5.2.  Both sides get additional forces only through lend lease and Recruitment 

die rolls per GW 13.2. 

2. Can Germany Attack Soviet ships bringing reinforcements to 

Spain? No. Not unless they declare war on the USSR. 

3. Can Spanish Colonies be used?  Yes.  Most all start as Republican.  A 

unit that could enter mainland Spain could enter one of these colonies. 

4. Who can you blockade and raid? You can blockade a nation’s port if 

you are at war with them.  Germany, for example, can use its ships to blockade a 

republican port if it chose the full intervention option.  You can interdict the lend-lease if you are at 

war with the sending nation.  Thus a soviet submarine could interdict Italian lend lease only if Italy 

and the USSR were at war. 

5. What happens to damaged facilities at the end of the war? If Spain becomes 

neutral again (not Aligned) and there are damaged facilities, those facilities are immediately 

repaired. 

SCW 9.0 Modified Set Ups 

Clarifications and FAQs 
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The Axis: The most important thing you need to recognize as the 

Axis player is how much involvement you are willing to risk in Spain, 

which begs the question: what is really at stake?  Winning the Spanish 

Civil War is worth (a) Two Axis Victory Points: one for Italy and one for 

Germany and (b) 1 IPP for Germany for approximately 12 turns, 

depending on when World War II starts, and a few other perks like the 

Blue Legion and the possibility of Aligning Spain later.   Its worth much 

more to the Soviets who could actually end up Aligning Spain and 

having the Comintern knocking on France’s door by the end of the war 

(depriving France of a victory condition to not have a Comintern 

neighbor).  The trick here is that the Germans and Italians can win the war if the pour everything into 

it. But, doing so drains them of money and units they need and possibly (per the random events 

table) can escalate the conflict in ways you don’t want – most notably by increasing the income of 

the Allies.  A possible German and Italian strategy is to keep the war smoldering until they declare 

war on the USSR.  This puts German and Italian units in mainland Spain when Spain fully Aligns to 

the Axis (which happens if Germany and USSR go to war and the SCW is not resolved).   This 

makes it easy for them to knock out Gibraltar, close the Mediterranean and make life hard on the 

Allies.  However, putting all that energy into Spain is risky as its right where the British and US can 

grab it back from you. 

 

Soviets: The Soviet’s ability to Align Spain (either because they win the war or the war lasts until 

they are at war with Germany) is a pretty sweet deal for the USSR. Not only do you stick it to the 

Axis but you stick it to the Allies as well (who have VCs to contain communism).  Communist Spain 

create a two front war for the Germans, and the USSR gets a bunch of colonies across the Globe in 

which to persecute Comintern ambitions.  France will even lose a victory condition for having 

Comintern troops adjacent to their home country.  There is this one 

catch in that the USA can declare war on you once Berlin or Tokyo 

has fallen.  That means that if Germany falls too fast and the Soviets 

are not in a good position – Wham! There goes Spain and you’re in a 

war with the West. While that will cost them a Victory Condition (they 

actually lose a VC for declaring war on the USSR) they can expect to 

recoup it by sticking it to you.  Second consideration for the Soviets is 

that once the Germans and Italians get their mitts on Spain they have 

the upper hand and with the “full” intervention option they are going 

to shut down every port by the end of the first turn.  That leaves you 

with licensing building I-16s in the Madrid factory (for 10!) or letting 

Strategy Notes 
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go a little bit and hoping fortune is on your side with some lucky recruitment rolls.     The bonus IPPs 

from a German and Italian full intervention could get you up to 4 IPPs a turn!  You could get 12-24 

IPPs out of this just for sitting tight. Soviet Full Intervention is maybe not so worth it seeing that you 

don’t have a lot of capacity to transport or fly aircraft to Spain –however the random events table 

provides some fun alternatives that might spark a war early, and that could be fun. 

 

The Allies: The Spanish Civil War is an excellent opportunity to cause 

Germany and Italy some early pain.  Your dog in the game is not to let 

the Soviets win (they gain and you lose victory conditions!) but it is very 

worthwhile making Germany suffer by feeding the Republicans just 

enough to cause casualties.   While the USA cannot do a whole lot at 

this point, and the British can lend support only to the fascists, France is 

in a position to funnel lend-lease across their border, albeit 

inconsistently.   So the Allies can double-dip a little bit here – weaken 

Germany and also collect the bonus IPPs from German full intervention 

as well as sit back and let the Soviets do the same.  Britain selecting the 

full intervention option against the Republicans can be a ploy to get units 

into Spain, and to drain Germany. 
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